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President’s Message:
In Competition there’s no such thing as a perfect 10. But maybe, just maybe there’s
no such thing as a 9, 8, 7, or 6. Or if you want to apply quantum physics, maybe an
image can be a 9 or 6 at the same time
Beauty is truly in the eyes of the beholder. In competition one judge may deem an
image a 9, for another it could be a 6. Who is right? By the way a 6 can actually be
better than a 7, because you have the opportunity to resubmit the image with the
judge’s suggestions.
One image could be a photojournalist’s scoop, a street photographer’s capture, a
naturalist’s story, an artist’s dream, or a parent’s memory. You might find an image
that can be two of the above, but it can never be all of the above. Or as Abe Lincoln
would say “You can please some of the people all of the time, you can please all of
the people some of the time, but you can’t please all of the people all of the time”.
Yes, competition is highly subjective, and based on mere mortals well, judgment.
But, not just anyone’s judgment, someone that has had years of experience, and
knowledge. Judge can give valuable insight and suggestions on how to improve your
image. Do away with scoring? Nope a score is a rough barometer of how you are
doing, and spurs you on to do better. Should we do away with awards? Absolutely
not. Like the Oscars, the Tonys and the Grammys. They are a recognition of
outstanding accomplishment. Competition keeps us engaged, pushes us to do
better, and is just plain fun.
Continued next page...

www.flushingcameraclub.org
All rights reserved.

Visitors always
welcome.

We are a 501C3 Org.
A sponsor of the PSA
Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter AND
DURING COVID SHUTDOWN

Unfortunately all meetings will be Zoom
Meetings until further notice.

4th –Critique Night
18th– Program: Paula Greco
Light Painting workshop

2nd—-Competition “Bottles” Judge: Anastasia Tompkins
16th– Program: Holiday Festivities
30th— NO MEETING HAPPY NEW YEAR

Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2020-21 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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President’s Message continues:

This season we threw everyone a curveball by reducing the amount of
competitions in half. There were those that felt that after years of competitions every month, club members were too
narrowly focused on submitting images that would specifically garner higher scores, limiting their creativity and
expression, pre-processing skills, so there should only be critiques that offer suggestions from more friendly critics,
with different perspectives, without scoring. There were those that felt that competitions are extremely valuable,
popular and too important to limit. So, we compromised. I hope the compromise works. If it does, we’ll continue the
same format next season, if not we won’t. At the end of the season we’ll send out a survey. The choice is yours.
Joe Macaluso
From the Editor’s Desk: We are all saddened by the loss of another old time member and friend, Jimmy Li.
In this issue we have included many comments from those who knew him on page 3 and a note from
Susan below. Then on page 4 we have a great article on the degradation of jpeg images . Naturally we
have the standings from our first of four competitions and our scores from PFLI submissions on page 5.
Speaking of which there will be a new procedure for images going to PFLI. You will pick which of your
images to send. Check your emails for upcoming details. Our winning images of the month can be seen on
page 6. Then on Page 7 are photos from our outdoor awards ceremony. Lastly we again finish up with
another Russ Burden tip. Hope you get to read and enjoy this issue. Have a very happy Thanksgiving
everyone and remember the less fortunate.
“photoJoe” Crupi
Note from Susan re Jimmy Li's Memorial.
The Memorial Service was deeply meaningful to me. It has helped me feel both loved and loving and very hopeful about the
possibilities of the time ahead for all of us.
I want to thank the many individuals and groups who came to Jimmy's Memorial. They include family, friends, and neighbors;
members of Good Neighbors of Park Slope (especially folksingers and the Aging and Transitions Group); plus all of Jimmy's friends,
most of whom I have not met, from Gilda's Club and Greenwich House Senior Citizens Center. A deep bow to my beloved meditation
teacher Gary Singer. And to Barry Kornhauser, cellist, and Jaque DuPree, singer, who regularly inspire us with their music at the
Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture, an organization with the mission to foster ethical living and growth for both individuals and society.
And very special thanks to Taty from Ethical Culture who generously gave her time and energy and extensive technical expertise to
help the Memorial run smoothly. And another very special thanks to the wonderful Amy Cunningham. She guided both Jimmy and me
through this most amazing and precious process of dying, and of celebrating the miracle of dying from a life well-lived.
Again, my deepest thanks to everyone.
Love, Susan
At our zoom meeting on Oct.21 our members and guests were entertained
and instructed by Joe Pellicone on his process for making dynamic images
of diners after dark. Joe uses Google and Mapquest to get him started in
locating and viewing locations he hopes to visit. He walked us through his
work flow of inserting stars and moon and enhancing and creating
magnificent colors in his subjects. His demonstration of taking a dull
image of an unlit diner and applying his magic to end up with the subject
looking like it was well lit with vibrant neon was amazing. Joe ended his
presentation with an 11 minute slideshow of his color popping images of
diners and more after dark. Viewers are anxious to try his techniques.
Thanks Joe. It was inspiring.

NECCC at Amherst . July 2020 was supposed to be the 75th anniversary
of the New Encland Camera Club Conference in Amherst College. Due to
the pandemic they had to cancel. So many of us miss those
opportunities to photograph the great cars they put on display, like the
one on the left. It looks like 2021 will again allow them to reopen and our
members can indulge in another weekend of total immersion photography
where lectures, presentations, and photo opportunities abound. Stay
tuned for their upcoming notices.
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Remembering Jimmy Li

The following people commented on the unexpected passing of our old time
member and friend, Jimmy Li:
I just received the shocking news from Susan that Jimmy passed yesterday …very unexpected.
The doctor did not give a cause, but said it was not Covid.
Based on Jimmy’s wishes, Susan is planning his burial and afterwards she’ll plan a Zoom ceremony and will
keep us posted. Jimmy was a long-time member of Parkwest Camera Club and Flushing Camera Club (FCC) and served in many capacities.
He was a warm and caring guy, he traveled with us on many trips, was a source of much humor, found Haddock sandwiches on Maine trip
and guided us through many Chinese restaurants. He always looked for the best food in town and he always brought us a special treat at our
FCC parties.
On our annual “Amherst” trip each year in Massachusetts, Jimmy and Susan joined the FCC group for meals and shared his deep thoughts on
world concerns.
On a personal note: when my sister passed, Jimmy didn’t make the service, but asked if he could join the family for the burial. What a
beautiful guy! Let’s celebrate and give thanks for the time we had Jimmy with us.
Susan is asking that no phone calls be made to her at this time … she needs some space to process Jimmy’s sudden transition.
Emails are appreciated at this time and Susan will respond when she’s able: slbdance@aol.com
Jimmy: Thanks For All the Joy You Shared on the Journey … Rest in Peace. Dorothy Gist

Omigoodness. I am shocked and saddened to hear about this news. What a wonderful, nice guy he was. I first
remember seeing him @ our very first field trip to Sweetbriar Nature Center in Smithtown, in 2000 (20 years ago this past
June), when he came with a friend. He was at our meetings right away, and even after he wasn't in the club, he came by
many times, and even came to our dinners many many times. Jimmy..he was such a good photographer,
that I would say, "Jimmy....his talent is no Li!"
Jimmy my friend, you will be missed. Rest in peace. Marty Fleischer
At the right is a photo from the September 2018 FCC newsletter page 2 on a review of NECCC Amherst
where this image of Susan and Jimmy was taken
How very sad. I wish her well and try to remember all- most of the good things he did to help others in photography. He will be
very sorely missed. Bob Green

Sorry to here that another fantastic person has left us in a time when we need people like Jimmy in this
world. I remember when I just started dating Marie, he was a tour guide on a bus in Manhattan, and he invited us on a
tour. He had a way of making the history of Manhattan so much fun. I’m sure he’s already making the Angels giggle and
laugh out loud... God Bless......... Eli Rivera
1 - the great flan desserts Jimmy made for our club parties
2 - about 6 years ago we went to an oldies concert at Christ the King auditorium on Metropolitan Ave - we pulled into the parking area
and when another car pulled in right next to us Jimmy and Susan got out - what a coincidence - we took our reserved seats and I kept
looking to see where Jimmy was sitting - he slowly walked down the aisle and then took the seat right next to us - what were the odds
on an amazing double coincidence
3 - the Summer before this one I walked by a small group of people sitting at our Deepdale community pool on Little Neck Parkway
when I heard Jimmy's distinctive voice - I stopped to shake his hand and he told me he had recently moved back to Queens and was
here as a member's guest - I asked him to come back to FCC meetings and he said he would try
4 - good bye old friend - you will be missed by the many whose lives you brightened. Dennis Golin

I have so many fond memories of Jimmy. He was a true friend and I’ll miss him greatly. I particularly remember the first FCC
trip to Maine and Jimmy discovered fried haddock sandwiches. He explained to each of us in such detail down to the amount
of salt used. Jimmy may be gone but he will be remember fondly by all he touched. Ron Caldwell
So sad to hear. He was a great guy and I’ll always remember Our time with him at Amherst and Susan’s surprise birthday
Cakes for him. We all had a great time . He was truly a good person . He will be missed but not forgotten . Tom Mrwik
That's horrific. Jimmy was too young and such a nice guy. How very sad. I will reach out to Susan. Very sad news.

Andy Silver

Jimmy was one of the first people I had the pleasure to go on trips with in FCC. My first was to Maine and Jimmy kept us all laughing along
the way. He had a great sense of humor and always looked at the positive side of things. While caravanning and with the use of walkie talkies Jimmy asked “make a left here?” the reply was “right” ...so Jimmy mistakenly made the right instead and we all laughed about it.
His friendship and happy demeanor will always be remembered. God Bless you my friend. Joe Crupi
Below is a link to a slide show from Jimmy’s memoria service:
https://www.tributeslides.com/tributes/show/5BTZPGZ7D8N3D82K
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About JPEG Images and Their Quality Degradation by Nando Harmsen
You lose information when an image is saved in JPEG format. This is acceptable, unless you save the same image more
than once. Let’s have a look at how much information you really lose .
The JPEG file format is widely used because of its small file size. You can use it on the internet, social media, and for print
shops and albums. The file size can be so small because of its smart algorithms that can compress the file by throwing
away the less important image data. Although there are smarter and better ways in doing this, for now the JPEG is still the
standard.
First of all, I think the wisest thing to do is using the raw image data of the camera, and post processing your images
yourself. If your camera can shoot in raw format, that is. The raw format allows you to use the maximum amount of
information generated by the sensor. You can correct colors, exposure, and contrast without the penalty of image
degradation. Up to a certain amount, of course. But you can also directly save your photo in JPEG format
The software inside cameras can be used to give the in-camera JPEG a certain look. But this is very limited and it is less
easy due to a number of different reasons. By saving the image as a JPEG in your camera, even in the best quality, you
will throw away information. Not only the extra sensor information, but also due to image compression.
If you use in-camera JPEG images just the way it came off the memory card, and you don’t change anything anymore,
then it is okay to do so. With most cameras the image is quality wise more than acceptable, as long as you save in the
highest JPEG size available. But be careful with that file. Whenever you change anything in that JPEG, you will throw away
information again when saving it a second time. And again a third time, and a fourth time. And so on.
I became curious on how soon that information loss will be visible. We all read about it, we all know it happens, but a lot
of photographers don’t realize what the effects are when you save a JPEG multiple times. That is why I took the time to
generate a 1280 pixel JPEG image from a raw file, in the best possible quality, and save it over and over again. I wanted
to see how often this could be done without losing the image.
I decided to open the original JPEG file in Photoshop 2020 and save it as a new second image. I opened that second
image, to save it a third time as a new image. Next, I opened the third image and saved it again as a fourth new image.
And so on, until I saved it 99 times. With each new file, the software compressed the image, reducing the image quality.
This is what I saw happening
after thirty times

When the image was saved a tenth time, I found it already unusable. I could have stopped there, but I wanted to see the result after 99
times. It was shocking to see the amount quality loss after only a few times. For this experiment I did not do any post processing. I just
opened the file and saved it as a new file. I did the same experiment with an invert filter, every time I opened and saved the file, and the
end result was the same.
A close inspection revealed to me, that the JPEG image has already significant quality loss after you save it six times, and to be honest,
although I knew this would happen, I am surprised how much you lose after only six times. In a way it changed my thoughts about the
JPEG file format.

I know there are photographers who insist on shooting in JPEG image format. And although I would not advise doing so, I
can understand why. Perhaps they don’t know how to handle a raw file, or perhaps they are convinced this is the only
honest way of photography. Or perhaps their camera has unique film simulations that produce amazing results, even in
JPEG. There are also the photographers that don't have a camera that can save a raw image. No matter what reason, I only
can advise those JPEG shooters to be careful with their JPEG files, and never save that file a second time in JPEG format.
Because every time you do, you will lose quality.
If you
insist on using JPEG, just make sure you keep the original JPEG on your computer and use it as the starting point of every
correction you might do on that file. Always save the changed file as a new file, never overwrite the original. This way you
will treat the original JPEG as a digital negative, from which you can work as a starting point.
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B Group

Salon Group

David Aliono
Frederick Mark

2.5
1.5

2

1

A Group
Sharon Jackson
Bill McLernon
Louise DeStefano
Joe Macaluso

2
2
2
2

4
3.5
3.5
3

Black & White
Joe Crupi
Ken Whitehead
Bill McLernon
Martin Fleischer
David Aliono
Helen Repstad
Tony Coppeta
Frederick Mark
Ann Hickey
Tony Siciliano
Joe Macaluso

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.5
2.5
2
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1
1

Bernard Huang
Joe Crupi
Martin Freischer
Tony Coppeta
Ann Hickey
Roy Woelfel
Sheree Lin
Terry Chen
Lucy Pearce
Tony Siciliano
Bernie Gellman
Helen Repstad
Ken Whitehead

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

6.5
6
5.5
5
5
4.5
4
4
4
4
4
3.5
2

Creative
Tony Siciliano
Bill McLernon
Ann Hickey
Helen Repstad
Tony Coppeta

1
1
1
1
1

2.5
2
2
1.5
1.5

PFLI scores for October
Judges - Joe Pellicone - Pat Walsh - Alan Agdern -

DPAII Helen Repstad

the barn

21

DPAII Lucy Pearce

Twas The Night before Christmas

CRE Roy Woelfel

Color Lights

20

DPAII Tony Coppeta

Free at Last copy

23

CRE Joe Macaluso

Earth copy

20

DPAII Terry Chen

Fire work at night

24 *

CRE Helen Repstad

Peony 3724

21

DPAIII Martin Fleischer

bw Building a Mystery

21

CRE Tony Coppeta

Bugging Out copy

21

DPAIII Ken Whitehead

Lilies in the pond

22

CRE A Hickey

Crystal Ball Light Painting 23

DPAIII Joe Crupi

Birthday Orchid

24 *

CREII Bill Mclernon

Butterfly Quad

DPB Bernie Gellman

oakland flower copy

21

21

DPA Sherre Lin

follow mother copy

21

DPB Joe Macaluso

BW Building

21

DPA Tom Mrwik

A Coastal Sentry

21

DPB Tony Sicilliano

BW Equinox Episcopal

22

DPA Andrew Silver

LH 8252

22

DPB D Aliano

Bologna

22

DPA Barbara Shea

EAGLE EYE

23

DPB A Hickey

Fireworks Dahlias-Edit

23

DPA Bernard Huang

eagle got a fish

23

DPBII Frederick Mark

Out my window

20

21

DPBII S Jackson

Manhattan Smoke

20

DPBII Louise Destefano

Orchid

20

DPBII Bill Mclernon

White Water Lily copy

21

DPBII Roy Woelfel

Alone

21

DPBIII R Kuhlmann

BW CLOISTERS

20

DPAII Matsuyama Tsunemasa Canada Lily

22
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At Francis Lewis Park my daughter practiced swimming in the cold East River. Later as Serina warmed
up and searched for shells, I searched for a photo. I found several, in the reflection of the Whitestone
Bridge against the steadily draining tide pool. The receding waves had left a series of rhythmic,
parallel lines, and I crouched down with my phone, laying almost flat in the sand. I could only vaguely
see what was on my screen with the sun in my eyes, but I took picture after picture, adjusting my
phone in the hopes of getting the full bridge in the frame.
On Google Photos on my phone I liked this one the most, and chose Palma as the filter. I added a
little vignette, increased the contrast and the "pop," as well as the saturation, and decreased the
highlights. Finally, I stopped, deciding this was it. When we reached home, I saved the image and got
out of my dad's car, leaving sand on the seat but taking with me good memories - and this photo.
Sharon Jackson

A Group
Bridge and Tide pool Sharon Jackson

The picture was taken on July 25, 2020 7:35 pm
at Nickelson Beach, Long Island. I used Canon
camera lDX Mark lll, 600 mm lens mounted on a
tripod. The data record is 1/1500 , F 8 ,iso 1250
(set at auto). Because of corona virus the beach
was closed, then open to residents only, and then
finally open to public. I am a non-resident so I
missed the best time to take the birds’ picture,
such as mother feeding the chick etc. I went to
the beach once a week when it was good weather,
but when I arrived at the beach the chicks were
already grown up. The best action shots I found
were the skimmers and terns fighting in the air.
So I concentrated on them. I captures hundreds
of their fight shots in a few weeks. Among them is
this shot —one of the best I got. Bernard Huang

Salon Gp. Tern fighting Bernard Huang

The image was taken in the Sleepy
Creative
Hollow Cemetery and is actually
composite of two images: 1. The first
image taken a black/white was of a
mausoleum. 2. The second image was
of a gargoyle in black/white. 3. The
gargoyle was cropped and sized to fit
the entrance of the mausoleum. 4. In
Photoshop the two images were put in
layers with the gargoyle on top and the
mausoleum on the bottom. 5. Finally, in
PS the two layers were blended together
using the “lighten” blend mode. 6. Using
the “lighten" blend mode, only the lighter
parts of the top image appear over the
darker parts of the bottom layer.7. Thus
you get the gargoyle superimposed over
the dark entrance to the mausoleum. It’s
actually quite easy when everything
works, which doesn’t always happen.
Tony Siciliano

BW- Woodland Sunrise Joe Crupi
Walking in the woods upstate N.Y. early on one foggy morning I spotted
the sun bursting through the trees. To capture the image one must
consider the proper aperture to use to create a starburst. You must close
down your lens opening (higher f-stop number- This usually requires f16 or
higher} and the light entering the lens hits the edges of the opening and
refracts into starbursts. In Photoshop Elements I used Silver Effects Pro
by Nik to create the sepia tone of the image. Joe Crupi

Raising Hell

Tony Sicilliano

2020 OUTDOOR AWARDS CEREMONY
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Who are
these
masked
men?
All winners listed in the Sept issue.

ALL PHOTOS BY Bernard Huang
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CAPTURING WATERFALLS:
Waterfalls make great subjects. There are so many options in the way they can be captured. The keys are
to know what time of year to be there to get the best water flow, what time of day to photograph them, and
to decide what shutter speed to use to either freeze the motion of the water or exaggerate its movement.
Otherwise the same basic rules of good photography apply with regards to composition, handling the
background, light, etc. Depending on the amount of spray it emits, you will need to bring an absorbent cloth
to continuously wipe off your filter and gear. If you work close to the falling water, be careful of your footing
as mossy ground can be very slippery.
An SLR allows you control the shutter speed which dictates the look of the water.
A slow shutter speed allows you to create a cotton candy effect which gives the
appearance of falling white lace rather than water. A fast shutter speed freezes
the drops of the falls. The cotton candy effect conveys a tranquil feel while the
frozen drop effect exudes power and strength. It’s a matter of personal taste as
to which look you prefer although you’ll often find that the amount of light on the
falls dictates the shutter speed. If there’s too much, you can add a neutral
density filter to slow it down, but if there’s not enough and the goal is to shoot
frozen drops, you’ll need to return when the light is more intense. Cover all your
bases and make BOTH types of shots
Other than an SLR, there are a few key pieces
of equipment you’ll need to get good waterfall
shots. A zoom lens provides versatility with
regards to composition. A tripod is a must to
steady the camera when making long
exposures. A polarizer is highly recommended
as it removes glare from water covered rocks
surrounding the falls. As you rotate it, you’ll see
the effect through the lens. The only drawback
is the polarizer eats up 1 1/2 stops of shutter
speed so if the frozen drop effect is your goal,
increase the ISO.
Spring is the best time of year if you want a lot of water. The melting snows
feed the falls and produce the most amount of flow. Autumn is not known
for torrents, but surrounding fall color more than makes up for it. Winter can provide mood especially after
a fresh snow. If you photograph falls in a tropical area, the seasons won’t have much of an impact but
there’s always a lot of water. If you live in an area where the seasons change, visit the falls throughout the
year to catch it in different moods.

To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.FACEBOOK:https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-BurdenPhotography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark
rburden@ecentral.com

Stay Focused!

